GUIDELINES FOR REFERENCES

Methodological instructions

The scope of a scientific paper should be 16 to 32 typed double-spaced pages (28,800 to 57,600 characters with spaces, including notes and summary in Croatian and English language).

Summary in Croatian language may have up to 15 lines (900 characters) and in English up to 30 lines (1800 characters). Along with the summary, in which the author presents the content, methodology and results of the work, it is necessary to list up to 5 key words important for the categorization of the paper.

Notes are printed at the bottom of the page and numbered from 1 onwards throughout the text. For citations (references) and bibliography the following norms should be followed:


For journals: The author’s Name and Surname /in small letters/, Title of the article, Journal /in italics/, volume, year (in brackets), issue, pages. For example: Boris Beck, Aporije zbog kojih se biblijski prijevodi razlikuju, Crkva u svijetu, 49 (2014.) 1, p. 19-38. The same methodology should be followed when citing papers in proceedings, and the like.

Reviews, retrospects and analyses can range between 4-8 pages (7,200-14,400 characters with spaces).